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Abstract
An innocuous tourist pamphlet? The hyperbolic claim of a self-important city? Or the
relics of slavery-era paternalism and nostalgia in a twentieth century Southern city
dominated by an elite class obsessed with heritage. The associations that leap from this
pamphlet, published and widely distributed in the 1930s and 1940s advertising
Charleston as a tourist destination for those seeking the aesthetic and historic, raise
illuminating questions about the nature of tourism in Charleston. The artist could have
chosen anybody to hold the door open to the incoming public, but he chose an elderly
black gentleman, grasping the gate with a huge grin on his face, having taken his hat off,
and with a slightly bowed posture. Inside the gate, the luscious gardens and blooming
azaleas beckon, along with the steeples of the city’s churches in the distance. The
image, in short, seems to invite a very specific audience into Charleston. This brochure
markets Charleston tourism as packaged for tourists seeking to go back to olden times;
they desired to view gardens, historic houses and landmarks, and in essence experience
the Charleston of an antebellum planter, complete with a happily subservient and very
visible black population.
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extent in 1919. By this time, however, it was
already becoming less of an empire and more of a confederation. At international conferences Australia, Canada, New Zealand and South Africa were all represented separately from
Close
Britain. A couple of years later, Britain lost most of its oldest colony, Ireland. In 1920, the British government partitioned the country between the (Catholic) south and the (Protestant) six
counties, giving each part some control of its

